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Abstract
A spatial co-located event set represents a subset of
spatial events whose instances are located in a spatial
neighborhood. The discovery of co-evolving spatial event
sets involves finding co-located event sets whose spatial
prevalence variations over time are similar to a specific
query sequence. Mining co-evolving spatial event sets is
computationally challenging due to the high computational
cost of finding co-located event instances on continuous
geographic space, large temporal space and a composite
interest measure, i.e., the spatial prevalence time sequence
of a co-located event set. We propose a novel method for
mining co-evolving spatial event sets. We analyze the proposed algorithm in terms of correctness and completeness,
and experimentally evaluate the algorithm.
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1 Introduction
A spatial co-located event set represents a subset of spatial events whose instances are located in a spatial neighborhood. Examples of spatial events include outbreaks
of disease, crime hot-spots, climate observations, distributions of plant species, mobile service request types,
etc. Frequent spatial co-located event sets, i.e., colocation patterns [6, 13, 15], give important insights for
many application domains such as Earth science, ecology, environmental management, public safety, public
health, business, etc.
However, the spatio-temporal nature of datasets
used in the various application domains brings intriguing questions regarding co-location pattern analysis.
Scientists in these domains are often interested in understanding the evolution of co-location patterns among
events. In this paper, we tackle the problem of temporal aspects of co-location pattern analysis, i.e., how the
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co-location patterns change over time. Specifically, we
focus on identifying co-located event sets whose temporal occurrences are correlated with a special time series.
For example, we can find that the co-occurrence of climate phenomena such as droughts and wild fires in Australia is similar to the variation of El Niño index values
over the last 50 years [11]. Figure 1 (a) shows a spatiotemporal dataset consisting of instances of several spatial events over different time, each event type represented by a distinct shape. The interest of a co-located
event set can be measured by its prevalence. A high
prevalence value indicates that the spatial events likely
show up together in a spatial neighborhood. In the illustrative example of Figure 1 (b), the time sequences
of prevalence values of co-located event sets, e.g., {‘⊡’,
‘*’} and {‘+’, ‘×’}, are represented with a specific query
time sequence which is depicted as a solid line. We can
notice that the prevalence time sequence of {‘+’, ‘×’} is
similar to the query time sequence. Thus a co-evolving
spatial event set is a co-located event set whose spatial
prevalence time sequence is similar to a specific query
sequence in a given threshold. Identifying the patterns
of co-evolving spatial events is useful in many applications. For example, ecologists rely on the discovery of
patterns of events to understand the relationships between living organisms and their environment. It is of
great interest to them to learn, for example, that certain animal behaviors show similar frequency patterns
with the variation of fruit amounts in a forested region
per month [1].
Mining co-evolving spatial event sets presents challenges due to the following reasons: First, identifying
spatial co-located event sets is computationally expensive by itself since the instances of spatial events are
embedded in a continuous space and share neighbor
relationships. Second, we have to consider a composite interest measure, e.g., spatial prevalence time sequence, rather than a scalar numeric interest measure,
e.g., spatial prevalence value. Exponentially increasing
computational costs of generating the spatial prevalence
time sequences of all combinatorial candidate event sets
become prohibitively expensive. Third, the similarity
functions for measuring the degree of consistency with a
query time sequence are also computationally expensive
with increases of time space. In this paper, we propose
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Figure 1: An illustrative example of co-evolving spatial events (a) A spatio-temporal dataset (b) Spatial prevalence
time sequences and a specified query sequence

a novel algorithm to efficiently mine co-evolving spatial
event sets.
Related Work: To our knowledge, researchers have
yet to tackle the problem of mining co-evolving spatial
event sets. In the spatial association mining literature,
[8, 6, 13, 15] proposed different approaches for mining
spatial co-location patterns. [8] adopted space partitioning for identifying neighboring objects for a frequent neighboring feature set, and used support count
as the interest measure. [6] defined a statistically meaningful interest measure for spatial co-location patterns
and proposed an instance join-based co-location mining algorithm. [13, 15] proposed to materialize spatial
neighbor relationships for efficient co-location pattern
mining. However, none of these works considers the
temporal domain of the co-location pattern. Otherwise,
in the temporal association mining literature, recent efforts have attempted to capture special temporal profiles of association patterns in market basket transaction
datasets. [9] identified cyclic association rules, which
discover periodically repetitive frequent patterns. [7]
explored the problem of finding frequent itemsets along
with calendar-based patterns which are defined with a
calendar schema, e.g, year, month, and day. [14] proposed a similarity-based time-profiled association mining in a time-stamped transaction dataset. These methods are not directly applicable for mining co-evolving
spatial event sets since there is no explicit transaction
concept in a spatio-temporal dataset.
Contributions:
In this paper, we discover coevolving spatial event sets, i.e., co-located event sets
whose spatial prevalence variations are similar to a
specific query sequence. The concept of our previous
similarity-based time-profiled association pattern [14]
is extended to discover co-evolving spatial event sets.

The followings are our primary contributions: First,
we provide a formal problem definition of co-evolving
spatial event set mining. Second, we explore the
event-level upper bound and the instance-level upper
bound of a spatial prevalence time sequence, and adopt
the lower bounding distance concept of a Euclidean
distance-based similarity measure proposed in [14].
The upper bounds of spatial prevalence time sequences
and the monotonicity property of the lower bounding
distance make it possible to effectively reduce the search
space of spatio-temporal events and to efficiently reduce
expensive procedures for finding co-located instances.
Third, we propose a novel co-evolving spatial event
set mining algorithm. We analytically show that the
proposed algorithm is complete and correct, i.e., there
are no false droppings or false admissions in finding the
similar co-located event sets. Finally, we experimentally
evaluate the proposed algorithm. The experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms
a naive approach.
Outline: The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 formally defines the problem of
mining co-evolving event sets from a spatio-temporal
dataset, and presents the basic concept of spatial colocation mining. The modeling of co-evolution patterns
and our algorithmic design concepts are discussed in
Section 3 and Section 4. Section 5 presents our algorithm for finding co-evolving spatial event sets. The
proofs of correctness and completeness of the algorithm
are given in Section 6. Section 7 presents the experimental evaluation. The conclusion and future work are
discussed in Section 8.
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Figure 2: An example of mining co-evolving spatial event sets
e.g., participation index (in Section 2.2). When a query
In this section, we provide the formal problem statement sequence is <0.5, 0.4>, normalized Euclidean distance
for the discovery of co-evolving spatial event sets. Then (in Section 3) is used as a similarity function, and a
we describe the basic concept of spatial co-location similarity threshold is 0.2, the output of the co-evolving
spatial event set mining is {B, C} and {A, B, C}
pattern mining.
since the similarity values between their prevalence time
sequences and the query time sequence are less than the
2.1 Problem Statement
given threshold.
Given:
1) A spatial framework SF
2.2 Basic Concepts of Co-location Mining
2) A time framework T F which can be divided into a
Given a set of spatial events, a set of their instances,
set of disjoint time slots, T F = t0 ∪ . . . ∪ tn−1 .
3) A set of spatio-temporal events E = {e1 , . . . , em } and and a spatial neighbor relationship, a co-location(i.e.,
a set of their instance objects ST where each instance co-located event set) is a subset of spatial events whose
object ∈ ST is a vector < event type, instance id, instances form a clique using the neighbor relationship.
location, time >, where location ∈ SF and time ∈ T F . Figure 3 shows an example dataset with three spatial
events, A, B and C. Each object is represented by its
4) A spatial neighbor relationship R over locations
~
5) A query time sequence Q =< q0 , . . . , qn−1 > over T F event type and the unique instance id in each event
type, e.g., A.1. For example, when a spatial neighbor
~
6) A time sequence similarity function: fsimilarity (P~ , Q)
relationship R is a distance metric and its threshold
7) A similarity threshold θ.
value is d, two spatial objects are neighbors if they
Develop:
satisfy the neighbor relationship, e.g., R(A.1, B.1)
An algorithm to find spatial co-located event sets whose
⇔ distance(A.1, B.1) ≤ d. The identified neighbor
prevalence variations over times are similar to a given
relationships are described with dotted lines in Figure 3.
time sequence.
A co-location instance is a set of objects which includes
Objective:
an object of each event type in the co-location and
Find a complete and correct set of co-located events
~ ≤ θ, where forms a clique relationship among them. For example,
C ⊆ E which satisfies fsimilarity (P~C , Q)
in Figure 3, {A.1, B.1} is an instance of co-location {A,
P~C =< p0 , . . . , pn−1 > is the time sequence of spatial
B}, and {A.2, B.4, C.2} is an instance of co-location
prevalence values of a co-located event set C over time
{A, B, C}. The interest of a co-location pattern can be
slots t0 , . . . , tn−1 .
measured by its prevalence. We use the participation
~ is in index proposed in [6] as a co-location prevalence
We assume that a query time sequence Q
measure. The participation index P i(C) of a cothe same scale as the prevalence measure of spatial colocation C = {e1 , . . . , ek } is defined as a minimum of
located event sets or can be transformed to the same
participation ratio values of events in the co-location C,
scale.
i.e., P i(C) = minei ∈C {P r(C, ei )}. The participation
Figure 2 shows an example of the mining of coratio P r(C, ei ) of event ei in a co-location C =
evolving spatial event sets with a small spatio-temporal
{e1 , . . . , ek } is the fraction of objects of events ei in the
dataset related to two time slots t0 and t1 . The
neighborhood of instances of co-location C − {ei }, i.e.,
prevalence time sequences of possible co-located event
objects of ei in instances of C
.
P r(C, ei ) = N umber of distinct
N umber of objects of ei
sets are generated using a spatial prevalence measure,
2

Problem Statement and Basic Concepts
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Definition 3.2. For two time sequences P~ = <
~ = < q0 , . . . , qn−1 >, the normalp0 , . . . , pn−1 > and Q
participation index
prevalence
B.3
C.1
C.3
co−location instances
min(2/3, 2/5, 2/3)=2/5
measures
C
~ D(P~ , Q),
~ is
B.1
ized Euclidean distance between P~ and Q,
E.i : instance i of event type E
: identified neighbor relationship
defined as
s
Pn−1
Figure 3: Spatial Co-location Pattern
2
i=0 (pi − qi )
~ =
,
D(P~ , Q)
n
where n is the number of time slots.
For example, in the dataset of Figure 3, event A has
four instance objects, event B has five instance objects,
and event C has three instance objects. Consider the For example, in Figure 2, the normalized Euclidean
prevalence values of co-location c={A, B, C}. The distance between the prevalence time sequence of a
instances of co-location c are {A.2, B.4, C.2} and {A.3, co-located event set {A, B}, <0.6, 0.8> and a query
B.3, C.1}. The participation ratio of event A in the co- sequence, <0.5, 0.4> is 0.29.
Euclidean distance(i.e., L2 norm) is the most poplocation c, P r(c, A) is 42 since only A.2 and A.3 among
ular
class of similarity measure in the time-series literfour event A objects are involved in the co-location
2
2
ature
[3, 12, 5]. The normalized Euclidean distance of
instances. P r(c, B) is 5 and P r(c, C) is 3 . Thus the
a
prevalence
time sequence P~ can be q
thought of as the
participation index of co-location c, P i(c), is min{P r(c,
P n−1
2
2
i=0 (pi −qi )
~ i.e.,
A), P r(c, B), P r(c, C)} = 5 . A high participation index deviation to a query sequence Q,
=
n
value indicates that the spatial events in a co-location
~
σ(P ).
pattern likely show up together.
A.3

A.1

B

A

C
B

3/5

4/5

participation ratio

2/3

3 Modeling Co-evolution Patterns
The participation index has been successfully used in
spatial co-location mining since it represents the spatial
statistical significance of a pattern [6]. We use a time
sequence of participation index values as an interest
measure for the variation of prevalences of a co-located
event set over time. The granularity of the time period
of the sequence is application dependent, e.g., day, week,
month.
Definition 3.1. Given a spatio-temporal dataset
ST = ST0 ∪ . . . ∪ STn−1 where STi is a set of
spatio-temporal event objects occurring in time slot i,
i=0, . . . , n−1, the spatial prevalence time sequence
C
of a co-located event set C, P~C =< pC
0 , . . . , pn−1 > is
the sequence of the participation index values of C over
time slots, i.e.,
P~C =< P iST0 (C), . . . , P iSTn−1 (C) >,
where P iSTj (C), 0 ≤ j < n − 1, is the participation
index value of a co-located event set C in a dataset STj
at time slot j.
For example, in Figure 2, the participation index of a
co-located event set {A, B} at time slot t0 is 0.6 and
its participation index at time slot t1 is 0.8. Thus, the
spatial prevalence time sequence of {A, B} is <0.6, 0.8>.

4

Algorithmic Design Concepts

In this section, we discuss our algorithmic design concepts for mining co-evolving spatial event sets.
4.1 Co-located Event Instance Filtering
Identifying the instances of co-located event sets is
computationally expensive since the instances of spatial
events are embedded in a continuous space and share a
variety of spatial relationships. A large fraction of the
computation time is devoted to identifying the instances
of co-location patterns.
[15] proposes a method to
materialize neighbor relationships to find co-location
instances efficiently. We adopt the method for finding
co-located event instances at each time slot. First,
the method materializes the star neighbor relationships
of a spatial dataset instead of finding all maximal
clique relationships directly which is computationally
expensive. Figure 4 illustrates the materialization of
the star neighbor relationships of a spatial dataset at
a time slot. The star neighborhood of an object is
defined to a set of the center object and the objects in its
neighborhood area whose event types are greater than
the event type of the center object in a lexical order.
In Figure 4, the star neighborhood areas of objects,
for example, A.1 and B.4, are represented by dotted
circles whose radius is a user specific spatial neighbor
distance. The solid lines in each circle represent a
star neighbor relationship with the center object. A.1
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Definition 4.1. For a prevalence time sequence P~ =
~ = <
< p0 , . . . , pn−1 > and a query time sequence Q
B
A.1
q0 , . . . , qn−1 >, the lower bounding distance between
B.3
~ is defined as
C.1
C.3
P~ and Q
C.1
C.1
B.1
C
C.2
C.2
s
d
C.3
C.3
Pn−1
neighborhood area of A.1
x
i=0 f (pi , qi )
~
~
At time t0
,
Dlb (P , Q) =
n
½
Figure 4: Neighborhood materialization for co-located
0, if p ≥ q
where f (p, q) =
event instance filtering
(q − p)2 , if p < q
A.4

A.3

has two neighboring objects, B.1 and C.1. The star
neighborhood of A.1 is {A.1, B.1, C.1} including the
center object A.1. If we consider A.2 as a center
object, the star neighborhood of A.2 is {A.2, B.4, C.2}.
Next consider the neighborhood of B.4, which has two
neighbor objects, A.2 and C.2. A.2 is not included
in the star neighborhood set of B.4 since the neighbor
relationship between A.2 and B.4 is already reflected in
the star neighborhood set of A.2. This materialization
method is called disjoint star neighborhood partition (or
edge partition in graph term) since it stores neighbor
relationship information without any duplication. A
set of all the disjoint star neighborhoods of the spatial
dataset is listed in Figure 4. We can find the co-located
event instances having a clique relationship from the
star neighborhood set. First we find the star instances
of a candidate co-located event set. For example, {A.1,
B.1, C.1} is a star instance of {A, B, C}. Then, to
check the cliqueness of {A.1, B.1, C.1}, we examine if
the other objects {B.1, C.1} except the center object
of the star instance, A.1, are a clique or not using the
instances of a co-located event set {B, C}. The detailed
algorithm will be described in Section 5.
4.2 Similar Co-located Event Set Filtering
We have several filtering steps for efficiently finding coevolving co-located event sets. They are two event-level
filterings, a coarse filtering, and a refinement filtering by
true similarity measure. Before discussing these filtering
schemes, we provide the following important properties
of our spatial prevalence time sequence.

The lower bounding distance considers the subsequences of the prevalence time sequence and the query
time sequence at time slots where the element participation index is less than the corresponding query sequence
value. For example, consider the prevalence time sequence of co-located event set {B, C}, <0.4, 0.6> in
Figure 2. The lower bounding
distance to the query
p
sequence <0.5, 0.4> is {(0.4 − 0.5)2 + 0}/2=0.07.

Lemma 4.2. The lower bounding distance between the
prevalence time sequence of a co-located event set
and a query time sequence is monotonically nondecreasing with the size of the co-located event set.

Proof. According to Definition 4.1, the lower boundC
ing distance between P~C =< pC
0 , . . . , pn−1 > for a
size k co-located event set C = {e1 , . . . , ek } and
~ =< q0 , . . . , qn−1 > is Dlb (P~C , Q)
~ = (Pn−1 C (qi −
Q
i=0,p <qi
1

i

2
2
pC
For a size k + 1 co-located event set
i ) /n) .
′
C =C ∪ {e′ }, where e′ ∈
/ C and its prevalence time se′
′
quence P~C ′ =< pC
,
.
.
.
,
pC
0
n−1 >, we need to prove that
~ ≤ Dlb (P~C ′ , Q).
~
Dlb (P~C , Q)
According to Lemma 4.1,
the participation index is non-increasing with the size
of co-located event set. Thus the participation index of C ′ is equal to or less than the participation index of C at all time slots such that pC
0 ≥
′
C
C′
C
C′
pC
where
0 , . . . , pn−1 ≥ pn−1 , and qi − pi ≤ qi − pi
C′
pC
< qi , 0 ≤ i < n. Thus, we can
i <Pqi and pi
Pn−1
1
n−1
2
2
≤ ( i=0,pC ′ <q (qi −
get ( i=0,pC <qi (qi − pC
i ) /n)
i
i
i
′
1
~ ≤ Dlb (P~C ′ , Q).
~
pC )2 /n) 2 , i.e., Dlb (P~C , Q)
i

~
For example, in Figure 2, Dlb (P~AB , Q)=0,
~
~
~
~
Thus Dlb (PAB , Q) ≤
Lemma 4.1. The element values of the spatial preva- and Dlb (PABC , Q)=0.07.
~ABC , Q).
~ If Dlb (P~AB , Q)
~ does not satisfy a given
D
(
P
lb
lence time sequence of a co-located event set are mono~ also does not sattonically non-increasing with the size of co-located similarity threshold, Dlb (P~ABC , Q)
isfy
the
threshold.
Lemma
4.2
ensures
that the lower
event set at each time slot.
bounding distance can be used to effectively reduce the
Proof. The participation index is monotonically non- co-evolving co-located event set search space.
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4.2.1 Event-level filtering : We have two eventlevel filtering procedures that do not require examining
co-located event instances and calculating true prevalence time sequences. They use the monotonicity property of the lower bounding distance. The first eventlevel filtering prunes a candidate event set if the lower
bounding distance of a subset of the candidate event set
does not satisify a given similarity threshold. The second event-level filtering is done by the estimated upper
bound of the prevalence time sequence of a candidate
event set and its lower bounding distance. We define
the event-level upper bound of the prevalence time sequence of a co-located event set using the prevalence
time sequences of its subsets.

Phase 1. Calculate the spatial prevalences of co−located event sets

Definition 4.2. Let Ck be a size k co-located event
1
k
set and A = {Ck−1
, . . . , Ck−1
} be a set of all size
j
k − 1 subsets of Ck , where Ck−1 ⊂ Ck , 1 ≤ j ≤
k.

Let P~C j

k−1

j
Ck−1

= < p0

j
Ck−1

, . . . , pn−1

> be the spa-

j
tial prevalence time sequence of Ck−1
∈ A. The
event-level upper bound of spatial prevalence time
~ C = < uCk , . . . , uCk > is <
sequence of Ck , EU
k
0
n−1
C1

Ck

C1

size 2

Materialized
Time spatial neighbor
relationships

Ck

k−1
k−1
min{p0 k−1 , . . . , p0 k−1 }, . . . , min{pn−1
, . . . , pn−1
} >.
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Refinement filtering

Query sequence

Event level filterings

AB

AC

BC

t0 1/2
t1 2/5

3/5
4/5

2/3
2/3

2/5
3/5

lower
bounding
dist

lb: 0
tr: 0.29

lb: 0
tr: 0.22

lb: 0.07
tr: 0.16

true
similarity
dist
p.i. at t0
p.i. at t1

not similar itemset
but lower_bounding_dist
statisfies threshold
Keep for next size event sets
true
prevalence

ABC

event−level
upper bound

ABC
2/5
3/5

lb: 0.07

Coarse filtering

Refinement filtering

ABC

ABC

3/5
instance−level 3/5
upper bound
lb: 0.16

2/5
true 1/5
prevalence
sequence lb: 0.16
tr: 0.16

be pruned
be pruned
be pruned
if lb of subset if lb of event−level
if lb of instance−level
> threshold. upper bound > threshold upper bound > threshold

if true similarity dist
satisfy threshold,
keep in a result set

* similar co−located event sets :
sequence
For example, in the example of Figure 2, the event- * similarity threshold = 0.2
BC , ABC
level upper bound sequence of {A, B, C} is <min(0.6,
0.67, 0.4), min(0.8, 0.67, 0.6)>=<0.4, 0.6>. If the lower
Figure 5: An example of a CE-COLOC algorithm trace
bounding distance to the event-level upper bound of a
co-located event set does not satisfy a given threshold,
the candidate co-located event set is pruned.
index values from exact clique co-located instances. The
result set includes only co-located event sets whose
4.2.2 Coarse filtering : We have a scheme to fil- similarity values satisfy a given threshold value.
ter candidate event sets before doing expensive clique
check operations for finding the co-located event in- 5 Algorithm for Mining Co-evolving Spatial
stances. We explore the instance-level upper bound of
Event Sets
the prevalence time sequence using the star instances
A naive method for finding co-evolving spatial event sets
of a candidate co-located event set. The instance-level
can follow a two-step procedure. First, it finds spaupper bound is defined as following.
tial instances of all possible co-located event sets, calDefinition 4.3. Let Ck be a size k co-located event set. culates their participation index values, and generates
The instance-level upper bound of the prevalence their prevalence time sequences over all time slots. Sec~ C = < uCk , . . . , uCk > is ond, it searches the generated prevalence time sequences
time sequence of Ck , IU
k
0
n−1
′
′
< p0 , . . . , pn−1 >, where p′i is the participation index similar to a query sequence. In this step, advanced time
of star instances of a co-located Ck at time slot i where series search methods using spatial indexing schemes
can be used [3, 5]. However, as the number of both
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
the event types and the time points increases, the comIf the lower bounding distance to the instance-level putation cost to calculate the spatial prevalence values
upper bound of a co-located event set does not satisfy of all combinations of event sets becomes prohibitively
a given threshold, the candidate co-located event set is expensive. The operation to find spatially co-located
event instances requires especially extensive computapruned.
tion. We propose a one-step approach to combine the
4.2.3 Refinement filtering :
Finally, we filter generation of prevalence time sequences with the sesimilar co-located event sets using the true participation quence search. We develop an algorithm for mining Co-
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Inputs:
E:a set of spatial event types
ST :a spatio-temporal dataset
<event type, instance id, x, y, time>
r:a spatial neighbor relationship
T F = {t0 , . . . , tn−1 }:a time slot frame
~
Q:
A query time sequence
D: A similarity function
θ: A similarity threshold
Output: All event sets whose prevalence time
~ under D and θ
sequences are similar to Q
Variables :
k: event set size
Ck : Set of size k candidate event set
SN = {SNt0 , . . . , SNtn−1 }: A set of star
neighborhoods over time periods
~k : Set of prevalence time sequences of size k
P
event sets
Lk : Set of size k itemsets whose lower bounding
~k ≤ θ
distance of P
Sk :Set of size k itemsets whose true similarity
value ≤ θ
SIk :star instances of size k candidate co-located
event sets
CIk :clique instances of size k candidate
co-located event sets
Main:
1) SN =gen star neighborhoods(ST , T F , r);
2) C1 = E;
3) C2 =generate candidate eventsets(C1 );
~2 = generate prevalence sequences(C2 ,SN );
4) P
~2 ,Q,D,θ);
~
5) (S2 ,L2 )= find similar eventsets(P
6) k = 3;
7) while (not empty Lk−1 ) do
8) Ck =generate candidate eventsets(Lk−1 );
9) Ck =do event-level candidate filtering
~k−1 , Q,
~ D, θ);
(Ck , P
10) for t ∈ T F do
11)
SIk =filter star instances(Ck , SNt );
12) end do
~
13) Ck =do coarse candidate filtering(Ck , SIk , Q,
D, θ);
14) CIk =filter clique instances(Ck , SIk );
~k =generate prevalence sequences(Ck ,CIk );
15) P
~k , Q,
~
16) (Sk ,Lk )=find similar eventsets (Ck , P
D, θ);
17) k = k + 1;
18) end
S
19) return (S2 , . . . , Sk );

Algorithm 1: CE-COLOC Algorithm

Evolving spatial CO-LOCated event sets(CE-COLOC).
Figure 5 illustrates a trace example of the CE-COLOC
algorithm. It has two phases: phase one calculates the
spatial prevalence values of co-located event sets and
phase two finds similar co-located event sets. The two
phases work interactively with increase in size of event
set. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code. The detailed
explanation of the code is given as follows.
Generate a set of star neighborhoods per a time slot
from an input spatio-temporal dataset(Step 1): Given a
spatio-temporal dataset, a spatial neighbor relationship
and a time slot frame, first find all neighboring object

pairs of the dataset using a geometric method such as
plane sweep [2], or a spatial query method using quaternary tree or R-tree [10] per each time slot. The star
neighborhoods are generated by grouping the neighboring objects per each object. Figure 5 lists the star neighborhood set sorted by the event type and event id of the
center object at each time slot. It does not include the
neighborhoods of the last event C since the neighborhoods have only the center object as shown in Figure 4
and our co-located event sets are considered from size
2.
Find similar size 2 co-located event sets(Steps 35):
All pairs(k = 2) of event types become size 2
candidate event sets(C2 ). By scanning the materialized
neighborhood sets, the participation index values of size
2 co-located event sets are calculated per each time
slot and their spatial prevalence time sequences(P~2 )
are generated. If the similarity value between the
prevalence time sequence of a candidate event set and a
query sequence is not greater than a given threshold, the
candidate event set is added to a result set(S2 ). On the
fly, the lower bounding distance between the prevalence
time sequence and the query sequence is calculated. If
its value is not greater than the similarity threshold,
the event set is added to L2 for generating the next
size candidate event sets. For example, in Figure 5,
only event set {B, C} is included in the result set since
~ 0.16, is
the true similarity value between P~BC and Q,
less than 0.2. However, the lower bounding distances of
{A, B}, {A, C} and {B, C} satisfy the threshold value.
Thus they all are kept into L2 for generating the next
size candidate event sets(C3 ).
Generate size k > 2 candidate event sets and filter by event-level prunings (Steps 8-9) : All size k
(k > 2) candidate event sets(Ck ) are generated with
size k − 1 event sets(Lk−1 ) whose lower bounding distances are not greater than a given similarity threshold. Here, we have two event-level prunings by the
non-decreasing monotonocity property of lower bounding distance. First, if a size k − 1 subset of a generated
size k event set is not in the Lk−1 , the candidate event
set is eliminated. Second, we have another pruning using the event-level upper bound sequence of a candidate
event set. The upper bound sequence is generated using the prevalence time sequences of their subsets. For
example, in Figure 5, the event-level upper bound of a
candidate event set {A, B, C} is < 2/5, 3/5 > by Definition 4.2. If the lower bounding distance between the
upper bound prevalence sequence and a query sequence
is greater than the threshold value, the event set is removed from the set of candidate event sets.
Filter the star instances of candidate co-located
event sets(Step 11): The star instances of a candidate
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event set are gathered from the star neighborhoods
whose center object event type is the same as the first
event of the candidate event set at each time slot. For
example, the instances of {A, B, C} are gathered from
the event ‘A’ star neighborhood set.
Filter candidate co-located event sets by a coarse
pruning(Step 13):
From the star instances of a
candidate event set, the coarse participation index
values of the candidate event set are calculated over
time slots, and the instance-level upper bound sequence
is generated. If the lower bounding similarity value
between the upper bound sequence and the query
sequence is greater than the similarity threshold, the
candidate co-located event set is removed from the set
of candidate event sets.
Filter clique co-located event instances(Step 14):
The clique instances of current candidate co-located
event sets are filtered by looking up the clique instances
of events except the first event of the candidate colocated event set. For example, in Figure 5, to check the
cliqueness of a star instance {A.1, B.1, C.1} of {A, B,
C}, we examine if a subinstance {B.1, C.1} but not A.1
is in the set of clique instances of {B, C}. This instance
look-up operation can be performed efficiently by an
instance key which is composed of the ids of objects in
the instance.
Generate true prevalence time sequences and find
similar co-located event sets (Step 15-16): The true
prevalence time sequence of a candidate event set is
calculated using true participation index values from
exact clique co-located event instances. The true similarity value between the prevalence time sequence and
the query sequence is calculated. If the value satisfies
the threshold, the co-located event set is included in
the result set(Sk ). On the fly, the lower bounding distance between the true prevalence time sequence and
the query sequence is calculated. If its value is less than
or equal to a given similarity threshold, the event set
is added to Lk for generating the next size candidate
event sets(Ck+1 ). The size of the examined event set is
increased to k = k + 1. The above procedures(step 7 step 18) are repeated until no item in Lk remains.

~ the normalLemma 6.1. For two sequences P~ and Q,
~ and the lower bounding
ized Euclidean distance D(P~ , Q)
~ have the following inequality :
distance Dlb (P~ , Q)
~ ≤ D(P~ , Q)
~
Dlb (P~ , Q)
Proof. According
qP to Definition 3.2 and 4.1,
n−1
2
~
Dlb (P~ , Q)=
i=0,pi <qi (pi − qi ) /n
qP
n−1
2
~ ~
≤
i=0 (pi − qi ) /n = D(P , Q).

~ C = < uCk , . . . , uCk > be the
Lemma 6.2. Let EU
k
0
n−1
event-level upper bound sequence of a co-located event
Ck
k
set Ck and P~Ck = < pC
0 , . . . , pn−1 > be the prevalence
time sequence of Ck . The elements in two sequences
Ck
Ck
k
hold the following inequalities: uC
0 ≥ p0 , . . . , un−1 ≥
k
pC
n−1 .
Proof. According to Definition 4.2,
Ck

C1

k−1
k
uC
, . . . , p0 k−1 }, . . . ,
0 = min{p0

Ck

C1

Cj

k−1
k−1
k−1
k
uC
is the
n−1 = min{pn−1 , . . . , pn−1 }, where ph
participation index of jth size k − 1 subset of Ck
at time slot h, 1 ≤ j ≤ k and 0 ≤ h ≤ n − 1.
The participation index value does not increase with
the event set size increasing by Lemma 4.1. Thus

C1

Ck

k−1
k
k
≥ pC
ph k−1 ≥ pC
h .
h , . . . , ph

C1
Ck
min{ph k−1 , . . . , ph k−1 }

k
We get uC
=
h

k
≥ pC
h at each time slot h.

Lemma 6.3. Let C = {e1 , . . . , ek } be a size k co-located
event set and SI be a set of star instances of C. The
participation index of C from SI is not less than the
true participation index of C.

Proof. The participation ratio of e1 from SI is the maximum possible probability that the objects of event e1 of
C have clique relationships with the objects of the other
events e2 , . . . , ek in C since only objects of event e1 in
the star instances can be included in a clique co-location
instance of C. The participation ratio of ej (1 < j ≤ k)
from SI is also the maximum possible probability that
the objects of event ej have clique relationships with the
objects of event e1 in C since our neighbor relationship is
symmetric. Thus the participation index of C calculated
6 Analytical Analysis
from the star instances is not less than the true particWe analyze our algorithm in terms of completeness and
ipation index of C, min ei ∈C {possible max P r(C, ei )} ≥
correctness. Completeness means that the CE-COLOC
minei ∈C {P r(C, ei )}.
algorithm finds all co-evolving spatial event sets whose
prevalence values are similar to a query sequence under Lemma 6.4. Let IU
~ C = < uCk , . . . , uCk > be the
k
0
n−1
a similarity threshold. Correctness means that the sim- instance-level upper bound sequences of a co-located
ilarity values between the prevalence time sequences of event set Ck and P~C = < pCk , . . . , pCk > be the
k
0
n−1
all found co-evolving event sets and the query sequence prevalence time sequence of Ck . The elements in the
are below a given similarity threshold. First, we intro- two sequences hold the following inequalities: uCk ≥
0
Ck
Ck
k
duce related theorems.
pC
0 , . . . , un−1 ≥ pn−1 .
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Proof. Each element value of an instance-level upper
bound of an event set Ck is the participation index
from the star instances of Ck at each time slot by
Definition 4.3. According to Lemma 6.3, the value is
not greater than the true participation index of Ck at
each time slot. Thus all element values of the instancelevel upper bound of Ck are equal to or greater than all
element values of the true prevalence time sequence of
Ck at each time slot.
Theorem 6.1. The CE-COLOC algorithm is complete.
Proof. The completeness of the algorithm can be shown
by the following four facts. First, we will show that in
step 8 of Algorithm 1, the generate candidate eventsets
function using event sets whose lower bounding distance
satisfies the threshold does not miss a true event set.
Let Ck−1 be a subset of a size k candidate event set Ck ,
and the upper bounding distance between the prevalence time sequence of Ck−1 , PCk−1 and a query se~ Dlb (P~C , Q)
~ be greater than θ. Accordquence Q,
k−1
~ ≤
ing to Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 4.2, Dlb (P~Ck−1 , Q)
~ ≤ D(P~C , Q).
~ Thus if Dlb (P~C , Q)
~ > θ,
Dlb (P~Ck , Q)
k
k−1
~
~
D(PCk , Q) > θ and Ck is not a similar event set.
Second, we will show that the do event −
level candidate f iltering function in step 9 does not
miss a true event set. By Lemma 6.2, all element values of the event-level upper bound of Ck are equal to
or greater than all element values of the true prevalence
~ C , Q)
~ ≤
time sequence of Ck at each time slot. Dlb (EU
k
~ ≤ D(P~C , Q).
~ Thus if Dlb (EU
~ C , Q)
~ > θ,
Dlb (P~Ck , Q)
k
k
~
~
D(PCk , Q) > θ and Ck is not a similar event set.
Third,
we
will
show
that
the
do coarse candidate f iltering function in step 13
does not miss a true event set. By Lemma 6.4, all
element values of the instance-level upper bound of
Ck are equal to or greater than all element values of
the true prevalence time sequence of Ck at each time
~ C , Q)
~ ≤ Dlb (P~C , Q)
~ ≤ D(P~C , Q).
~ Thus
slot. Dlb (IU
k
k
k
~
~
~
~
if Dlb (IU Ck , Q) > θ, D(PCk , Q) > θ and Ck is not a
similar event set.
Finally, the f ind similar eventsets function in
step 5 and 16 using true prevalence time sequences does
not miss a true co-located event set.
Theorem 6.2. The CE-COLOC algorithm is correct.
Proof. The correctness can be guaranteed by steps 5
and 16 in Algorithm 1. The fine similar eventsets
includes only event sets whose similarity value is not
greater than the user-specified threshold.

7

Experimental Evaluation

We conducted several experiments to examine the effect
of our algorithm design. We compared the performance
of our CE-COLOC algorithm and the naive approach
described in Section 5 using synthetic datasets. In the
naive method, we used the same method in Section 4.1
for finding co-located event instances. However, the
naive method does not have any pruning scheme. In
the experiment, we focused on parameter values which
give a workload on co-evolution pattern finding, e.g., the
number of time slots and the number of event types.
Synthetic spatio-temporal datasets were generated
using a method similar to the spatial data generator
used in [6]. We generated a spatial dataset per each time
slot. Overall spatial frame size was 5000 × 5000. The
whole frame was divided into regular grids whose side
length was a neighbor distance R. The default spatial
neighbor distance R was 10. The following is the procedure we used to generate general synthetic datasets
in which co-located event instances were randomly distributed. First we generated P initial patterns whose
average size was S. The event types of each pattern
were randomly chosen from E events. Average I instances per each pattern were generated. For locating
a co-located event instance, first we chose a grid cell
randomly. All points of the instance were randomly located within the chosen neighborhood grid cell. The
procedure was repeated at each time slot with the number of time slots T . The number of default event types
E was 20. At each time point, the number of co-located
event sets P was 20, the average size of co-located event
set S was 5 and the average number of co-located event
instances I was 150. The default time slots T was 30.
Query time sequences were randomly generated in the
scale of the participation index at each time slot. The
default similarity threshold was 0.2.
In the first experiment, we compared the overall
execution time of the two algorithms, CE-COLOC and
the naive method, using different similarity threshold
values. As can be seen in Figure 6 (a), the CE-COLOC
algorithm showed much less execution time compared
with the naive method under low threshold values.
The CE-COLOC showed increases with increases in the
similarity threshold. By contrast, the naive method
showed a stable execution time because it generates the
prevalence time sequences of all combination event sets
independent of the thresholds and then compares them
with a query sequence. In the second experiment, we
examined the effect of different numbers of time slots.
Figure 6 (b) shows that both algorithms increased their
execution time with increases in the number of time
slots. The CE-COLOC algorithm was more scalable
with number of time slots. In the third experiment
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Figure 6: (a) Effect of thresholds (a) Effect of number of time slots (b) Effect of number of events

of Figure 6 (c), we compared the performances with
datasets of different number of event types. Overall
execution time increased gradually with the increase
of event type number under a fixed average size of colocated event instances, 5 (the maximal size was 13).
8

Conclusions and Future Work

We explored the problem of mining co-evolving spatial
event sets from a spatio-temporal dataset and proposed
a novel algorithm to discover co-evolving co-located
event sets. The proposed algorithm substantially reduces the search space of spatio-temporal event sets
with the use of several filtering schemes. We shows
that the algorithm is correct and complete in finding
co-evolving co-located event sets. The initial experimental results show that our algorithm outperforms a
naive method.
In the future, we plan to examine the behavior
of our algorithm in more skewed datasets and realworld datasets. In addition, we plan to consider other
similarity functions[5] rather than a Euclidean distance
based measure for discovering co-evolving spatial event
sets, and to explore the computational structures in
spatio-temporal data.
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